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By Gary Groth, Floyd Gottfredson

Fantagraphics, United States, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. For its first quarter-century, Gottfredson sMickey Mouse was a rip-roaring serial: the most
popular cartoon-based comic of its time, a trendsetting adventure continuity aimed at both kids
and grown-ups, and the foundation on which all later Disney comics grew -- including the
adventures of Donald Duck and Uncle Scrooge by Gottfredson s Disney colleague Carl Barks.
Glimpses of Floyd Gottfredson s masterpiece have been reprinted over the years, most famously in
Bill Blackbeard s classicSmithsonian Collection of Newspaper Comics. But the whole strip has never
been comprehensively collected in English -- until now! Fantagraphics Books is proud to bring this
classic Disney creation to a 21st century audience in its entirety, starting from the strip s 1930
launch. Relive Mickey s race to a gold mine with Pegleg Pete hot on his heels; Mickey s life on the lam
after being framed for bank robbery; even Mickey s ringside battle with a hulking heavyweight
champ! The premiere volume features a dozen different adventures starring Mickey, his gal Minnie
and her uncle Mortimer, his pals Horace Horsecollar and Butch, the villainous Pegleg Pete, and the
mysterious and shrouded...
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ReviewsReviews

A brand new electronic book with a new standpoint. It is writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which
is merely right after i finished reading through this publication where basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- K itty Cr ooks-- K itty Cr ooks

Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Ja r r ell K ova cek-- Ja r r ell K ova cek
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